CS Feedback 2016 – Client comments:
(These have been recorded as written)

1. Would do it again if I could.
Thank you to the officers for being firm but understanding also.
2. I would recommend safety boots are issued to workers as H&S precaution.
3. Job was too hard, fair distribution of work.
Supervisor X made the best cup of tea.
4. To probation workers such as hospice, not removing vegetation that no one
could care less about.
5. Hopefully this will be the last you see of me.
6. All the CS supervisors where kind, polite and fair.
7. I won’t be back.
8. I think that CS is a great alternative to prison especially for someone who is
employed.
9. I like my time on CS the office were all very nice
10. Continue to work at the placement as a volunteer.
11. I'm very pleased and satisfied with the work.
12. No comments.
All was prefect thanks for your time I wish you all the best.
13. My work when working with her and would like to thank supervisors X,Y and Z
for their help.
14. Found everyone ok and happy to work with.
15. Be able to complete my CS
The supervisors were very understanding, supportive and fair.
16. To dictate interaction.
Excelled supervising Staff (X and Y, very fair).
17. Sometimes the work felt like it was work for the sake of working rather than
actually constructive.
Supervisor X deserves a pat on the back for what she does.
18. I enjoyed having a routine for them hours, is has now made me want to get a
job to keep busy and out of trouble.
Have not got bad word to say about ant thing. Thanks
19. My time I really do hope never ever to see you is again, in the nicest possible
way!
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20. Overall I felt my time on CS went well I learn new skills that I can use in the
future I especially found that I was very good at strumming.
21. All of the supervisors I worked under were great, Supervisor X was brill and
was very helpful and easy to talk to, I found Supervisor W came across slight
arrogant and an word to talk with maybe he could learn some manners and
communication skills off other supervisors, other than that thanks from my the
new skills I have learnt thanks you for rending this.
22.
I would like to thank all at the probation service for the respect and fairness
shown to me (in particular Probation Officer U and Assistant CS Manager V).
It was a very difficult time for me, so the kindness shown was very much
appreciated.
I have applied to continue to do a few hours a week at the charity shop.
The Manager and all the ladies have been wonderful.
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